PT6 SERIES SIMPLEX AND DUPLEX FUEL NOZZLES

Proper fuel nozzle servicing is essential to maintaining hot section performance. Prime Turbines offers a thorough process of inspection and certification when you send your simplex or duplex fuel nozzles to us.

FLAT RATE LABOR

Prime Turbines will clean and flow check your nozzle set at a flat labor rate. Parts required to recertify your nozzle set will be invoiced additionally. Services offered include:

- Clean and Flow-Check
- Damaged Parts / Nozzle Tips will be replaced
- Replaced Nozzle Tips are Leak-Checked and Flow-Checked again
- Recertified Nozzle Set will be returned to you (never exchanged)
- Same day Turn Time available upon request
- Authorized MORE Service Center and Parts Facility

FLAT RATE EXCHANGE

Prime Turbines carries a wide selection of recertified PT6 series fuel exchange kits. These kits consist of a complete set of nozzles and sheaths for your specific PT6 series model. We offer same-day shipping, in specially designed containers, to ensure safe arrival. Upon receipt of your exchange kit, simply send your core nozzle set back to us in the same container. Specially priced fuel nozzle gasket installation kits are also available. Parts required to recertify your core nozzle set will be invoiced additionally.

Please call our Phoenix team at (480) 646-3451 to discuss your Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6 series fuel nozzle and gasket installation kit needs. Contact us today to experience the Prime Turbines difference.